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LINEAR CONNECTIONS AND ALMOST

COMPLEX STRUCTURES

JEAN-MARC TERRIER1

ABSTRACT.    An almost complex structure is defined on  P, the

principal bundle of linear frames over an arbitrary even-dimensional

smooth manifold M  with a given linear connection.  Complexifying con-

nections are those which induce a complex structure on P.  For two-

dimensional manifolds, every linear connection is of this kind.

In the special case where M itself is an almost complex manifold,

a relationship between the two almost complex structures is found and

provides a very simple proof of the fact that the existence of an almost

complex connection without torsion implies the integrability of the given

almost complex structure.  As a second application, we give a geometri-

cal interpretation of an identity between the torsion of an almost complex

structure on M  and the torsion of an almost complex connection over M.

1.  Introduction.  In this paper we associate to each linear connection

over an arbitrary even-dimensional smooth manifold M  an almost complex

structure /  on  P, the principal bundle of linear frames over M.  This almost

complex structure actually depends on three objects: a linear connection, a

complex structure on  Rm (m = 2n - dim M), and a complex structure on the

Lie algebra of the general linear group  GL(?22; R).   Theorem 2.2 gives the

explicit relationship.   Theorem 3.2 expresses the torsion of the almost com-

plex structure /   in terms of the curvature and the torsion of the connection

via a construction—the mixed torsion map—which turns out to be, by Theorem

3.3, a singular endomorphism of 2-forms on  P  with values in a complex vec-

tor space.   This suggests calling complexifying connections those connec-

tions which induce a complex structure on  P.  For instance, Theorem 3.4

shows that any linear connection on a two-dimensional manifold is a com-

plexifying connection.
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For the rest of the paper, we shall assume that M   admits an almost

complex structure /„.   Theorem 4.1 gives a way to compare ]M   with  /.  In

the case of an almost complex connection, formula (3.1) first provides a direct

proof of the converse of Proposition 1.2 in [3] or of the necessary part of

Corollary 3.5 in [2],  Secondly, it gives a geometric interpretation of the fact

that the torsion   T of an almost complex connection on an almost complex

manifold (M, /„)   satisfies the identity [2, Proposition 3.6]

(1.1)  rM(X,  Y) = T(]MX, ]MY) - TiX,  Y) - JMT(JMX,  Y) - JMT(X, J„Y).

The reader is referred to [1, Chapters I—IV] and [2, Chapter IX] for basic no-

tions and notations.

2.  Almost complex structures on the bundle of linear frames. Let us

consider an even-dimensional smooth manifold,   dim M = 772 = 2«.  Let P  be

the principal bundle of linear frames over /M  with projection  n.  Denote by

/ (resp.  /.)  the canonical complex structure of Rm [2, p. 115] (resp.

gl(772; R), the Lie algebra of the general linear group  GL(?72;  R), identified

with the Lie algebra of all  m x m teal matrices).  /  is represented in the

standard basis of Rm  by the matrix

where Z    is the identity n x 72 matrix;   /.   acts on   <¡i(m; R)  by left multi-

plication with the same matrix.

Suppose now we are given a linear connection  V in  P  with gj   as its

1-form of connection.  Using the fact that V Induces in each point u £ P  a

direct sum decomposition of T (P), the tangent space of P   at 22, into a ver-

tical and a horizontal part, we make the following definition.

Definition 2.1.  Let us call  /  the ( 1, l)-tensor field on  P  given by

(2.1) jx = XJ0coX + BJdX   Va e P,  VX e Tu(P),

where

(i) 6  is the canonical Rm-valued 1-form on  P,

(ii)  À is the isomorphism between   3^(772; R)  and the fundamental vec-

tor fields on  P,

(iii)  B(çf)  is the standard horizontal vector field on  P   corresponding

to cf £ Rm, whose value at u is the unique horizontal vector such that
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77(B(çf)  ) = 2i(tf), where u  is interpreted as a linear isomorphism: Rm ~*

77(22)

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2.  If M is an even-dimensional smooth manifold with linear

connection T, } (resp. J.)  the canonical complex structure on Rm (resp.

on   $-(m; R)), then:

(1) the (1, \)-tensor field '}  defined on  P  by

]=XJ0a>+BJd

is an almost complex structure on  P.

(2) If co    = co + 27 is another connection I-form with 77 a tensorial form

of type adj GL(t22;  R), then the corresponding almost complex structure J

on P  is given by

/' = J + ÜJoV-vBJd).

(3) // /ç (resp.  J0)  is a complex structure of Rm (resp.   $-(m; R))

corresponding to the nontrivial left coset [S]   in GL(m; R)/GL(t2;  C) (resp.

YO]  in GL(j7! ;  R)/GL(2t2 ; Q), then the induced almost complex structure

on  P  is given by

Proof. (1)   Because co (resp. 0)  is a vertical (resp. horizontal) form and

OB = 1, we easily have /    = - 1.

(2) A standard horizontal vector field B     in the new connection co    =

co + 7] is given by B    = B - Xr]B, because, for each  £ £ Rm, r¡B (<f) =

-û)B'(çf)  and coX + BO = 1.

(3) By definition,  ]q s~ XJqCO + B]$0, where /_ = QJ0Q~     and Js =

S]S~   .  The formula follows because coj - JQco  and OJ = JO.

From now on, we shall refer to the almost complex structure  /  defined

above as the canonical almost complex structure corresponding to the condi-

tion co or simply the co-canonical almost complex structure on  P.

3.   Complexifying connections.  It is known that a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for an almost complex structure /  to be integrable is the

vanishing of its torsion T defined by

(3.1) f\X, Y) = Yx, Y] + jYjx, Y] + jYx, JY] - Yjx, Jy],

where X and  Y  ate vector fields on  P.

Definition 3.1.  For each a e A (P, V), a 2-form on P with values in
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a v

by

a vector space  V  with a complex structure /„, let a   £ A (P, V)  defined

-y2a(X, Y) = a(X, Y) + Jva(jX, Y) + ]ya(X, JY) - a(jX, JY).

Theorem 3.2.   If Y is a linear connection over M  with co  as its 1-form

of connection, then the torsion r of the co-canonical almost complex struc-

ture ]  on  P  is given by

(3.2) f=AO+B0,

where Q (resp. 0)   is the curvature form (resp. the torsion form of Y).

Proof.   Since each connection induces a parallelization of P  by means

of the vector fields  B . — B(e.),  1 < i < m, where  \e,, • • • , e   ! is the stan-
2 7     ' —        — ' .1 '        77!

dard basis of Rm , and the vector fields  X7. = XE'., 1 < i, j < 272, where

(E'.),e. .,     is the basis of  ql(m; R)  defined by (£'')* = 8]' 8k , it is suffi-
l     1Í2,;<772 °   v      '        ' '     v       ll I      I   '

cient to compute the torsion in the three following cases:

(a) X and Y are horizontal; more precisely X = B, and Y = B2, where

B¿ = B(£¿), ¿Tj   and cf2  linearly independent in  Rm.

(b) X  is horizontal; X = B(£)  for £ nonzero in  Rm  and  Y is vertical,

say  Y - XA   where A   nonzero in   9^(722, R).

(c) X and Y are vertical; X = XA. and Y = XA ~ with Aj and A2 lin-

early independent in   ÇSHtt?; R).

Using the structure equations [l, p.  120] for Ü  and 0, we first get

[Bj, B2] = -2An(Bj, B2) - 2B<tXBv B2).  Secondly by [1, p.  119] we have

YB(0, AA] = -B(Att), and finally, YXA v XA 2] = \[A ¡, A2].

Observing that JB(0 = B(/cf)   since OB « 1, and JXA = XjQA   since

coX = 1, the theorem follows by computation and use of Definition 2.1.

This result suggests calling a complexifying connection a connection

whose curvature and torsion satisfy the conditions 0 = 0   and 0 = 0.   Then

Theorem 3.2 can be stated in the following way:

Theorem 3.2 . The co-canonical almost complex structure on P induced

by a connection Y is integrable if and only if Y is a complexifying connec-

tion.

A flat linear connection on M, without torsion, gives a (rather trivial)

example of such a connection, since ii = 0 (resp. 0 = 0)  implies ÎÎ = 0

(resp.  0 = 0).  However, it is important to note that, in general, the form  a

can be zero without a  being zero.  More precisely we have the following

theorem.
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Let us first call mixed torsion map the endomorphism ¡i of A (P, V)

defined by pa = — /2a .   The name is suggested by the formal resemblance

to  Definition  3-1  of    r , the structures  ]v  and /  being "mixed"  together,

and also by formula (3.2).

Theorem 3.3.   The mixed torsion map p  is singular.

Proof.   The fact that p is linear is trivial.   To show that the kernel of

p  is different from zero, let us first note that p    - Ap = 0   by an easy compu-

tation.  On the other hand, p 4 Al by the Lemma below (whose proof was

kindly suggested to the author by Professor S. Takahashi).  Suppose now that

p is nonsingular, then (fi. - 4)a is in the kernel of p fot each <x, hence so is pa =

4a, which gives a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Lemma.   For the mixed torsion map p  we have p 4 AI.

Proof.   Write  V = V„ © /u^n' viewing  V  as a complex space and  V.   as

the set of a £ V  such that a  - a (bat denotes complex conjugation).   Ac-

cordingly we write  a = a    + Ja"   for each  a £ V.  It is sufficient to show

that p - AI and a~ = 0   implies  a    =0.   By definition of p, we have

Thus,

3a(X, Y) = Jva.{JX,  Y) + }va(X, JY) - a(/X, JY).

3a+(X,  Y) = -a+(/X, JY)    and    a + (X,  Y) = a+(/X, JY).

Hence 4a+(X, Y) = 0.    Q.E.D.

For low-dimensional manifolds we have the following result.

Theorem 3.4.   Each linear connection on a 2-dimensional manifold is a

complexifying connection.

Proof.   Take any nonzero element in  R     and call  B  the standard hori-

zontal vector field corresponding to it.   By Theorem 3.2, it is sufficient to

show that  a(B, JB) = 0, where  a = fi (resp. 0), because these are horizon-

tal 2-forms.  By the skew symmetry of a  and Definition 3.1 we have

-V2a(B, JB) = a(B, JB) + Jva(jB, JB) - Jya(B, B) + a(jB, B) = 0.    Q.E.D.

Remark.  Using the parallelization of P  given by a connection  Y, we

can introduce a Riemannian metric on   P  in a standard way, and it is easy to

verify that with respect to this metric, Y induces an almost hermitian struc-

ture on  P, which is hermitian in case Y is a complexifying connection.  How-
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ever, such an (almost) hermitian structure is never (almost) Kählerian, as one

can easily check.

4.  Almost complex structures, up and down.   From now on, we shall

assume that M, itself, admits an almost complex structure /„.  It is known

that the existence of an almost complex structure /„  on  M  is equivalent to

the reduction of L(M)  to  C(M), the bundle of complex linear frames, the sub-

bundle of L(M)  defined by  C(M) -\u  £ L(iM); 22/ = J\.u\. (We view u  as in

Definition 2. l(iii).)   Let co  be any linear connection on  M.  If X  is a vector

field on  X   and X    its horizontal lift to   L(M), we can compare  JX*  with

(/„X)     in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1.  For each vector field X on M, we have JX   - (JMX)    on

C(M).

Proof.   For an arbitrary point 22  in L(M)  we have by definition of /,

(JX )    = (BJ0(X  ))   - Y, the unique horizontal vector at u  such that 2tY =

ujO(X   ) = 22^22"   X  ,  ..  On the other side (LX)    = Z, the unique horizontal

vector at 22  such that 7rZ = Z„X„,   ..  ThereforeJ M     27(«)

y=z ~ «/«" %(u) = JMxn(u) - »/»"l = JM « *e C{M)- Q-E-D-

From now on we shall assume that co  is the 1-form of an almost complex

connection, i.e. a linear connection arising from a connection on  C(M).  This

is known to be equivalent with the fact that JM  is parallel with respect to

this connection.   Still denoting by /  the corresponding almost complex  struc-

ture on  L(M), we have the following relationship between its torsion  r and

rM' the torsion of /at

Theorem 4.2.   If (M, J„)  is an almost complex manifold, and if co  is

the 1-form of an almost complex connection on M, then

(4.1) B0(X*, Y*) = (rM(X, Y))*

on  C(M), where X and Y are vector fields on M.

Proof.   According to (3.2) the torsion of /  is given by f(X , Y ) =

ÀÎÎ(X , Y ) + B0(X  , Y ).  We are interested only in the second term of the

right member, the first one being in the kernel of the differential of 77.  For-

mula (3.1) gives

f(X*, Y*) = [X*, Y*] + JYJX*, Y*] + /[X*, JY*] - Y]X*, JY*].

If we restrict ourselves to C(M)  then, by Theorem 2.2 and the very défini-
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tion of an almost complex connection, the horizontal part of the right mem-

ber of this equation becomes

[x. fl* + (JMUMx, Y})* + (jMYx, jmy])*- [;Mx, jmy]*,

which is exactly the horizontal lift of the vector field rM(X, Y).    Q.E.D.

This theorem has two interesting and simple applications.  The first

one is the converse (in the case of almost complex structures) of the gen-

eral theorem [3], that if a G-structure on  M  is integrable it admits a tor-

sionfree connection.  We have

Corollary 4 3.  If an almost complex manifold (M, J„)  admits a torsion-

free almost complex connection, then J„   is integrable.

Proof.  0 = 0  implies 0 = 0   and, by Theorem 4.2, r    = 0.

The second application is a geometric interpretation of the identity

(1.1) which is simply the projection down to  M  of the torsion of /   evalu-

ated on horizontal lifts in  C(M).  This is a consequence of the definition

of the torsion  T of the connection as T(X, Y) = 2i20(X  , Y )  and of 0  as

0(X*, Y*) = 0(X*, Y*) + /0(/X*, Y*) + /0(X*, JY*) - 0(/X*, JY*).
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